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Teaching form during the Covid-19 emergency period 

During the Covid-19 emergency period, and until further notice, teaching will be online and without 

live streaming. Lecture videos will be uploaded to the course e-learning webpage in advance so the 

students can watch lecture videos with the same schedule they would follow in case of live lectures. 

Each lecture video will have the date it refers to and a title that summarizes its main content.  

Online weekly meetings 

In order to promote the active participation of students to the course, a weekly online meeting with 

the teacher will be organized using the WebEx software. The meeting will take place every Friday 

from 15.30 to 16.30 during the lecture period. In each meeting the teacher will answer questions by 

the students on the videos of the lectures uploaded to the course e-learning page. 

 

Assignments 

 

Assignments on each topic of the course will be uploaded to the e-learning webpage. Students must 

solve the assignments before they take the exam of the course. Their solutions to the assignments will 

be discussed during the exam. 

 

Exams 

 

The structure of the oral exam is as follows. The students can choose a topic of the course and must 

be able to discuss the topic they have chosen in all its details, including the demonstrations that have 

been presented during the lectures. The next questions are instead more general and on some of the 

other topics discussed during the lectures. The students are not expected to know these other topics 

in all their details, but they must still be able to discuss the most important results and their 

implications. This more general part will start from the discussion of the solution of the assignments 

done by the students. 

Official exam sessions are indicated on the “Segreterie Online” webpage. Given the limited number 

of students that typically attend this course, often less than ten, students can also contact the teacher 

by email to agree on an exam date outside the official sessions when they feel ready. 

 

For further information please contact: 

Prof. Massimo Nocente, U2 building, III floor, room 3021. E-mail: massimo.nocente@unimib.it 
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